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Abstract. One of the open issues in the context of subsequence time 

series clustering is online pattern recognition. There are different 

fields in this clustering such as e-commerce, outlier detection, 

speech recognition, biological systems, DNA recognition, and text 

mining. Among these fields pattern recognition is one the essential 

concept. To implement the idea of online pattern recognition, we 

choose sequences of ECG data as a subsequence time series data. 

Additionally, using ECG data can help to interpret heart activity for 

finding heart diseases. This paper will offer a way to generate 

online pattern recognition in subsequence time series clustering in 

order to have a runtime results. 

Keywords: Subsequence time series clustering, pattern recognition, 

time series, subsequence time series 

1. Introduction 

Recently, high speed growth of computer and internet 

technology leads to appear huge amount of time series data 

in different fields such as shopping transaction, climate 

change, web click stream, outlier detection [1, 2], speech 

recognition [3], biological sequences (e.g. ECG), DNA 

optimization [4], text mining and so on. Among these 

different fields pattern recognition is essential. This paper 

will examine ECG data on the dynamic clustering algorithm 

to reach online pattern recognition. 

Despite of the existence of a lot of general time series 

clustering algorithms and methods, subsequence time series 

clustering leads to many interesting new kinds of knowledge 

including sequential patterns, motifs, periodic patterns, 

partially ordered patterns, approximate biological sequence 

patterns, and so on; Around 10 years of active research on 

subsequence time series mining by data mining, machine 

learning, statistical data analysis, and bioinformatics 

researchers, it is time to present a systematic introduction 

and comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art 

technology in this area. This paper integrates the 

methodologies of subsequence time series clustering 

developed in multiple disciplines, including data mining, 

machine learning, statistics, bioinformatics, genomics, and 

financial data analysis, into one comprehensive and easily 

accessible introduction. 

Regarding to interpret heart activity over a period of time, 

we use electrodes on the human skins and record the 

electrical activities by an external machine. In this case, 

these activities save as Electrocardiography (ECG) data. This 

data shows rate and regularity of heartbeats and can be used 

for measuring damages and illnesses of people’s hearts [5]. 

Most of the ECG data is utilized for research purposes on 

human hearts, usually for distinguishing heart abnormal heart 

rhythms. Figure 1 shows a sample of ECG data as a time 

series. 

In this research, an ECG signal is selected as Time Series 

data and some clustering algorithms will be utilized for 

categorization of extracted subsequences. Many researches 

on time series clustering regards to the clustering of 

individual time series such as individual heartbeats [6]. 

There are few attempts on the concept of clustering time 

series streams. Inside of this ECG data, there are some 

subsequences which repeated time by time. The structure of 

ECG data will be discovered by extracting from time series 

and categorizing based on their similarity. Finding these 

categories can help physicians to categorize repeated and 

unrepeated patterns in an ECG data (e.g. recognizing normal 

and abnormal patterns) that can lead to distinguishing 

different illnesses.  

Our idea is about recording fixed amount of subsequence 

time series data in a buffer and analyze it time by time. It this 

way the new data will be assessed with the previous one and 

then they will merge together in order to reach the best 

results. In the other hand, they can upgrade each other if they 

cannot merge. While data produce forever, we can keep 

clusters in a file. Here, the daily periodicity is obvious, and a 

more careful inspection reveals very similar patterns. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In part 2, we 

clarified some main definitions and background in pattern 

recognition and subsequence time series clustering. Section 3 

includes the related works according to this paper. Decision 

and framework will be provided in section 4 and 5 

respectively and , we conclude all the proposed concepts in 

this paper as a glance at the end. 

2. Backgrounds and definitions   

In this section, we provide definitions and background 

knowledge used in this work. 

2.1 Definitions 

Definition 1. A time series T of size m is an ordered 

sequence of real value data, where T= (t1, t2 … tm) [7]. A 

time series is a sequence of data points, measured typically at 
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successive points in time spaced at uniform time intervals. In 

the context of signal processing, control engineering and 

communication engineering it is used for signal detection 

and estimation, while in the context of data mining, pattern 

recognition and machine learning time series analysis can be 

used for clustering, classification, query by content, anomaly 

detection as well as forecasting." 

 

Figure 1. A sample of ECG data 

Definition 2. A subsequence of length n of time series T is T 

i,n =(ti ,ti+1,...,ti+n-1), where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 − 𝑛 + 1  [7]. A 

subsequence is an arranged sequence data which omits some 

elements without changing the order of the remaining 

elements. [8D,E,F] [9]. 

 

Figure 2. Clusters of ECG data by using subsequence time 

series clustering 

Definition 3. One of the main tasks of data mining technique 

is Clustering. This function groups more similar objects in 

the same group which is called cluster. It is the most 

prevalent task for analyzing statistical data in different 

aspects. In the cluster analysis, most of the similar data 

objects will be discovered based on some criteria to compare 

with the other ones. The goal of clustering is having high 

efficiency of similarity among members of clusters [10]. 

Definition 4. Mining Time Series data has a tremendous 

growth of interest in today's world. To provide an indication 

various implementations are studied and summarized to 

identify the different problems in existing applications. 

Clustering time series is a trouble that has applications in an 

extensive assortment of fields and has recently attracted a 

large amount of research. Time series data are frequently 

large and may contain outliers. In addition, time series are a 

special type of data set where elements have a temporal 

ordering. Therefore clustering of such data stream is an 

important issue in the data mining process. 

Definition 5. In the context of time series mining, 

Subsequence Time Series Clustering is proposed to group 

interesting subsequences time series data in a same cluster. 

Subsequence time series clustering is used for discovering 

structures or patterns in a time series data. In this type of 

clustering, firstly, subsequences are extracted from whole 

time series data, then, one of the clustering techniques such 

as partitional clustering, model-based clustering, grid-based 

clustering, and hierarchical clustering will be used [7]. 

2.2 Pattern recognition 

One of the interesting job in the time series clustering is 

pattern discovery which contains two major fields: 

frequently appearing [11] and surprising patterns [12]. These 

methods are also called motif discovery [13, 14] and 

anomaly detection [15, 16] or finding discords [17], 

respectively. 

The pattern discovery is interesting in a variety of domains 

as one of the significant task in data mining [18, 19]. In 

2003, Ma and Perkins [20] have offered a support vector 

regression (SVR)-based online novelty detection algorithm 

which applied pattern discovery method for clustering 

temporal sequences data. Respectively, Chan and Mahoney 

[15] in 2005, have suggested an online anomaly detection 

approach based on the Gecko algorithm. It produces a 

sequence of minimal bounding boxes with the training 

trajectories. For the problem of time series pattern discovery, 

a common group of techniques being employed is distance-

based clustering [21-23]. 

2.3 Euclidean distance 

Let xi and vj each is a P-dimensional vector. The Euclidean 

distance is [24]: 

 𝑑𝐸=  √∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑘 +  𝑣𝑗𝑘)2𝑝
𝑘=1        

 

(1) 

 

 

   

3. Related works 

One of the most challengeable issues in time series data 

mining community [25-30] is time series clustering [31-35].  

Large number of algorithms have been working on time 

series clustering area [34, 35]. The presented paper in 1998 

[21] proposed the main referenced technique for a single 

time series clustering which is used for the subroutine rule 

discovery of time series. In this paper, K-means clustering 

algorithm has applied for extracting subsequences clusters. 

The method of this paper only shows the sine waves and also 

had independent output to compare with input.  

Therefore, some of the papers were presented to improve this 

problem [31-33, 36]. They assume that subsequences clusters 

have equal intervals with a correct lue of K for clustering. 

This method helps them to solve some fatal error in the main 

paper. Between 1998 and 2004, most of the papers try to 

explain algorithms for Time Series Clustering, but they have 

some problems that one of the critical things was 

meaningless results [21, 37-41].  

Moreover, researchers prove their claim about meaningless 

problem in 2005 and explain that all of those works which 

have done till now is meaningless because at the end they 

have same results and it is not acceptable [33]. Hence, 

researchers try to find the solution of this issue and answer to 

the question of why it is meaningless (From 2005 to 2011). 

Since the problem was posed in 2005, so many authors try to 

solve the problem [32, 36, 42-48], however, they could not. 
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After that, in recent years (from 2011), three main papers has 

proposed to solve the problem of meaningless result for 

Time Series Clustering and finally they explained how we 

can have meaningful Time Series Clusters [6, 7, 49]. In the 

following, these papers will be explained briefly. 

In the first article [6], authors make two fundamental 

contributions. First, they illustrate that the problem definition 

for time series clustering from streams currently used is 

inherently imperfect. Second, they employ the Minimum 

Description Length (MDL) framework that is efficient, 

productive and parameter-free method for time series 

clustering. They prove that their method produces correct 

outputs on a wide variety of datasets from medicine, zoology 

and industrial process analyses. In this research authors 

produce a clustering representation that has great ability on 

ignoring some of the data for grouping different length 

subsequences. 

Another research has suggested a new Subsequence Time 

series clustering named Selective Subsequence Time Series 

(SSTS) clustering. Their authors believe that if some noise or 

unimportant subsequences be ignored and different lengths 

of member subsequences are allowed, then, clustering on 

time series subsequences can be meaningful. They promised 

the efficiency of their algorithm by testing in different data 

domains such as ECG data. [7]. However, their approaches 

do require some predefined constraint values, such as the 

width of the subsequences that are in fact subjective and 

sensitive. 

Third article has explained how to cluster multiple time 

series. Additionally, Subsequence Time Series (STS) 

clustering that is a clustering of subsequences within a single 

time series have described. New research has proposed a 

novel parameter free clustering technique to remove this 

deficiency by appending a discovery algorithm and some 

statistical principles to determine these parameters. Their 

output from datasets proves the efficiency of the method in 

selecting the proper subsequence width [49]. However, it is 

offline and very expensive in term of complexity. 

Although these three related articles try to solve the problem 

of subsequence time series clustering, there are still some 

problem which include lack of online time series clustering 

and high complexity. It is very essential in ECG data domain 

to diagnose online heart illnesses. Hence, we proposed 

online time series clustering to improve efficiency of 

clustering tasks for ECG data. 

In this part, convention approach will be explained. First of 

all, we have an ECG time series data without any 

segmentation. Then, time series data will be segmented to 

the subsequence data. Continually, the required details of 

subsequences are put on the similarity matrix in order to 

apply for clustering. In the next step, subsequences will be 

clustered according to the similarity matrix and finally, 

results of clustering will be appeared. 

Around 10 years ago, some of the researchers have done 

time series clustering, but, it was shown that the results are 

meaningless [33]. For example, in this case, the reason is the 

same results of ECG cluster types for each patient at the end. 

By passing the time, researchers found that, there are some 

ways to solve this problem and then proposed some methods 

and published some papers in accordance with their results.  

In this paper we focus on applying online Subsequences 

Time Series Clustering for creating runtime results. For 

implementing this methodology we concentrate on some 

parts of time series instead of whole one. Regarding to this 

issue partial result will be upgraded time by time. We hope 

to obtain an appropriate result which can have high accuracy 

to compare with previous researches. In this methodology we 

choose different size of window side. According to window 

side, we will divide whole time series for generating 

continues subsequences .Then Subsequences Time Series 

Clustering algorithm will be applied for each subsequences.  

Additionally, the result of this clustering will be merged and 

updated dynamically. In this way, there is one matrix for 

saving all of the results of subsequence clustering. Then the 

result will be compared with main result which was obtained 

from main algorithm. 

Time Series  Subsequences Extraction

Similarity Matrix

Clustering Results 

Figure 3. Subsequences Time Series clustering framework 

4. Decision 

The first decision in this paper is about the base subsequence 

clustering algorithm to use. There is ML clustering algorithm 

which used for creating the best clusters from subsequence 

data by using fixed slid window [45, 50, 51]. This slid 

window use for dividing time series data and also the length 

of clusters which we want to use. This only leaves the 

question of which distance measure to use.  There is 

increasing empirical evidence that the best distance measure 

for time series is either Euclidean Distance (ED), or its 

generalization to allow time misalignments, Dynamic Time 

Warping (DTW) [45].  DTW  has been  shown  to  be  more  

accurate  than  ED  on  some  problems; however, it requires 

a parameter, the warping window width, to be carefully set 

using training data, which we do not have. Because ED is 

parameter-free, computationally more tractable, allows 

several useful optimizations in our framework (triangular 

inequality etc.), and works very well empirically [45, 51], we 

use it in  this  work.  However, nothing in our overarching 

architecture specifically precludes other measures. 

5. Framework  

There are some assumptions in this framework:  
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 We assume we have a dynamic data stream TS.  

TS  could  be  each type of time series data such as an  audio  

stream,  a  video  stream,  a  text  document stream, multi-

dimensional time series telemetry, etc. Moreover, TS could 

be a combination of any of the above.  In this work, we use 

ECG data in order to find some solution for heart anomaly 

discovery. 

 Given TS, we assume we can generate a 

subsequence stream STS that is “subsequence” of 

TS.  

STS is  simply  a  subsequence  time  series  that  has fixed 

slid window   (which is smaller than the whole time series 

length, therefore, it is  easy  to  analyze  in  real  time). In 

some situations, STS may be a parts of TS which is created 

time by time. In our framework, we consider, TS is an ECG 

data and STS is subsequence of TS which change time by 

time. In this way, the clusters information about this STS 

will be recorded in a matrix and then the results comprise 

and merge together to reach a final result. Note that our 

framework includes the possibility of the special case where 

TS = STS, as in Figure 2.   

Given the sparseness of our assumptions and especially the 

generality  of  our  work,  we  wish  to  produce  a  very 

general  framework  in  order  to  address  a  wealth  of  

domains. However, many of these domains come with 

unique domain specific requirements.  Thus, we have created 

the framework outlined in Figure 3, which attempts to 

divorce the domain dependent and domain independent 

elements. 

Recall that STS itself may be the subsequence of interest, or 

it may just be a proxy for a higher dimensional stream TS, 

such as an ECG data in Figure 3.top.right 

 
Figure 4. System framework 

Our framework is further explained at a high level in Table 

1. We  begin  in  Line  1  by  initializing  the  cluster matrix,  

at the beginning it is empty and by passing time, it will 

complete. We then initialize a slid window size of TS, w.  

This slid window is initialized with random data, but as we 

shall see, these random data are quickly replaced with 

subsequences from STS as the algorithm runs.  

    
Table1. Online pattern recognition framework 

Algorithm: Online Pattern Recognition (TS,STS,w) 

1 Matrix  initializing the cluster matrix 

2 w = slid window(e.g. between 200t to 600t ) 

3 For ever  

4                STS  subsequence from TS 

5                STS clustering (TS,STS,w) 

6                Comparison analyzing (new clusters with 

previous ones) 

7                Updating cluster matrix 

8 end 

 
After these initialization steps, we enter an infinite loop in 

which we repeatedly extract the next available subsequence 

from the  time  series  TS  (Line  4),  then  pass  it to  a  

module  for analyzing subsequence clusters.  In this unit, 

domain dependent normalization  may  take  place  (Line  5),  

and  we  will  attempt  to classify  the  subsequence  using  

the  matrix.  If the subsequence is not classified and is 

regarded as valid,  then  it  is  passed to  the  frequent  pattern  

maintenance algorithm in Line  6, which attempts to  

maintain an approximate history of all data seen thus far. If 

the new subsequence is similar to previously seen data, this 

module may signal this by returning a new ‘top’ motif. In 

Line 7, the active learning module decides if the current top 

motif warrants seeking a label.  If the motif is labeled by a 

cluster, the current matrix is updated to include this new 

known cluster. 

 
Subsequence clustering refers to any domain specific 

preprocessing that must be done to prepare the data for the 

next stage (frequent pattern mining). In this clustering z-

normalization is necessary [45].  More generally, this step 

could include down sampling, smoothing, wandering 

baseline removal, taking the derivative of the signal, filling 

in missing values, etc. In some domains, very specialized 

processing may take place. For example, for ECG datasets, 

robust beat  extraction  algorithms  exist  that  can  detect  

and  extract  full individual heartbeats, and  converting from 

the time to the frequency domain may be required [52].  

As  shown  in  Table  2-Line  3,  after  processing,  we  

attempt  to classify  the  subsequence  by  comparing  it  to  

each  subsequence time  series  in our matrix and assigning 

its information to matrix, if and only if it is within the 

appropriate threshold. If that is the case, we increment the 

class counter and the subsequence is simply discarded 

without passing it to the next stage. 

 
Table2. Subsequence clustering framework 

Algorithm : subsequence clustering (TS,STS, result) 

1 STS  subsequence of TS  

2 sim  check similarity with the recorded clusters by 

Euclidean distance 

3 If   sim < 0.7 (70 percent accuracy) 

4 Counter ++ 

5 Save the result 

6 Empty STS 

7 End 

 

6. Conclusion 

We clarified the online pattern recognition framework by 

using subsequence time series clustering for real valued time 

series data. We have shown our framework overview in 

order to apply in the next generation of online subsequence 

time series clustering which is robust to significant noise. 

Moreover, by applying it to diverse domains, it is a very 

general and flexible framework. In future work, we hope to 

remove the few assumption/parameters we have and apply 

our ideas to year-plus length streams. And also we hope to 

explain more deeply about this regards. We will made all 
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codes and data freely available and hope to see our work 

built upon and applied to an even richer set of domains such 

as healthcare. 
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